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About This Game

Baezult 2 is a puzzle platformer that takes place around the ancient temples of Baezult, lost for generations but rediscovered,
hidden behind the waterfalls of a reclusive jungle island. It's a single player game and the sequel to Baezult.

The original Baezult was released in October of 2014 and the sequel has some obvious improvements, such as better graphics
(The original only using 16 colors) and a non-static camera. This hasn't heavily impacted the gameplay and the game still feels

the same but better. with many more types of puzzles and elements that you will just have to find out and see for yourself.
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Recommended if you like challenging platformers -- you'll die, a lot. But death is actually part of the game. 10\/10.. Fun,
moderately tricky but well paced little puzzle-platformer, with some very obvious inspiration from the old Rick Dangerous
games.
A bit of trial-and-error is need for some puzzles, but respawning is quick and checkpoints are fairly frequent.

(I had to play outside Steam owing to some technical issues I had - I've finished the game in about 1 hour with 3\/5 optional
gems)

. A short but sweet puzzle-platformer. Grabbed it on a whim cause it was cheap and was surprised by how much I enjoyed it!.
this is a neat little game. the pixel art, the colors, the lighting, the backgrounds are nice, and music is pleasent. The sprite seems
a bit slow and floaty, but that's acceptable with such a small game and I got used to it, the controls are fine and precise enough,
there are much worse indie platformers out there, this is definetely better than a flash\/browser game. The puzzles are simple
but not boring, they got really cool by the end, actually stumped me for a sec. The platforming and traps are well made, the
gameplay has a nice flow. I wish there was more levels, and the sprite had better physics, this would be a perfect game.

I got through the dungeons in bit less than two hours, and the end screen informed me that I've died 147 times and only found 1
out of 5 gemstones. I had no idea there were more, so one more playthrough.. Okay, so I'm SUPER impressed with this game! I
picked it up on sale for $0.49, and I can honestly say it's worth SO much more than that! It's a super fun platformer with
awesome art, awesome music, and an awesome setting reminiscent of Indiana Jones. The gameplay is engaging, exploration is
rewarding, and the puzzles are just the right amount of challenging. I've been having a ton of fun playing, and I HIGHLY
suggest taking advantage of this great deal.
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Wow, I'm actually surprised by the quality of this game. Really addictive, I thought I'd just check it out and I ended up spending
over and hour with it. Really brilliant level designs, it feels like a mixture between Spelunky and Super Meat Boy. Each section
has a checkpoint and infinite respawns: you're tasked with puzzles, platforming or usually both. You need quick
fingers\/reflexes to play and it's quite difficult but never unfair. I played it with my PS4 controller and it was wonderful, though
I did need to remap it, because I prefer using the D-pad, not the thumb-stick for platforming.

All in all, this is really a hidden gem, excellent quality, simple but really well-designed.. I really liked the first one and this one is
a step up from that, cool graphics and music. For anyone looking for a tough puzzle platformer I recommend Baezult 2.. I liked
the original well enough that I'm happy for the opportunity to toss the creator a fiver. :) Good so far, though note that this is
more of a DX remake than a sequel (which is cool by me).. Love this game. If you're a fan of classic platformers then you'll
love Baezult 2. Very challenging and fun experience.
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